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Abstract
Wisdom of the crowds (WOC) is an old concept that started by recording and aggre-
gating people's estimations. It is one of the useful tools that exists today and allows
many estimation applications to work correctly. Moreover, Open algorithms (OPAL)
is a useful platform that enables institutions and individuals to share sensitive data,
and increases the privacy of the data. In addition, federated learning is a new way to
build and generate machine learning models by aggregating their hyperparameters.
In this thesis, I show how to combine the three different concepts to build machine
learning models on top of OPAL that utilize federated learning on a network. I then
extend OPAL to support this new feature and demonstrate how to build a machine
learning model using small independent models.
Thesis Supervisor: Alex 'Sandy' Pentland
Title: Toshiba Professor of Media Arts and Sciences
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sharing data is one of the hardest problems specially these days. Many people raised
many concerns about their privacy and their data that many companies collect. The
most recent case is Facebook and Cambridge analytica before the USA presidential
elections when they used people's private data to manipulate and influence them. My
adviser Dr. Alex 'Sandy' Pentland back in 2007 predicted that such thing would be
a reality in the near future [7]. Moreover, data and sensitive data in particular carry
information that could be weaponized to target and manipulate people. In the recent
years, data storage and differential privacy became essential fields of study. Wisdom
of the machines (WOM) tries to address information sharing problem, and also tries
to connect multiple different concepts together to arrive to a plausible solution.
The solution is heavily inspired by wisdom of the crowds (WOC) [12j and specially
the learning that happens in a network setting. Because of my work in 'The Wisdom
of the Network: How Adaptive Networks Promote Collective Intelligence' [20], I am
going to borrow the same concepts and apply it to machine learning models thus the
name wisdom of the machines.
Furthermore, this work extends on an ongoing research project at MIT Media
Lab called Open Algorithms (OPAL). OPAL is a platform that manages sharing and
accessing of data. This is currently achieved by breaking the problem into multiple
different buckets, and has different user types with clearly defined roles. I will cover
OPAL extensively in chapter 3.
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Additionally, this work is also inspired by a team at Google. The team demon-
strated a way to combine learning from multiple machine learning models[17]. They
showed such collaborative learning could exist, and I will cover their approach in
chapter 4.
At the end, I will build on top of the previous concepts to introduce WOM as a
solution for information sharing using OPAL and extend OPAL to support machine
learning model generation.
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Chapter 2
Wisdom of the Crowd
In this chapter, I will cover the origins and the concept of wisdom of the crowds, and
I will cover a famous paper that challenges the concept. Then, I will conclude by
explaining my work and the experiments I did in this field.
Wisdom of the crowds (WOC) was introduced by Francis Galton a statistician
who wanted to test the law of large numbers. He attended a competition where a
group of farmers were estimating a weight of an ox. They submitted their answers
using a paper, and the one closest to the correct weight would won a prize. After the
competition, Galton collected eight hundreds independent answers. He then averaged
all the answers to arrive to an answer that was closer to the correct weight of the
ox than the winner's estimation. He published his findings in Nature back in 1907
Galton [12].
Later, James Surowiecki published a book titled 'The Wisdom of Crowds' in 2004
[21] where he covered Galton's paper and he tried to explain the concept. He cited
Galton's work and gave a good explanation to the phenomena. His work inspired
many researchers to study the phenomena closely and come up with alternative ex-
planations, and one famous study that argued against WOC was by Jan Lorenzo et
al. [16]. They argued that the phenomena could be explained easily by the herding
effect. People submit answers close to each other because they do not want to be
outliers. People usually want to be close to the truth, but also not far from others.
They used an experiment to show the herding effect in their study. They asked a
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group of students six different questions about Switzerland and neighboring countries.
The total number of participants was 144 students. All of them were students at Eid-
gen6ssische Technische Hochschule Zrich in Zurich, Switzerland. In the experiment,
they had three different conditions or treatments 'no information', 'aggregate infor-
mation' and 'full information'. In 'no information' treatment, subjects relied only on
their knowledge and did not receive any information from their peers. This treat-
ment was used as a control to the entire experiment. The second treatment group
'aggregate information', participants were asked a question and they would submit an
initial answer. After that, they received an arithmetic mean of all 12 initial answers,
and they were asked to submit an answer. They had the opportunity to submit the
same answer and they repeated that five times for each question. The last group 'full
information', subjects receive a plot with all the other participants answers. They
were asked to submit five answers to each question, and they received an update from
their peers after each round. The following two plots summerizes the results 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: A and B show the individual and core ranges of estimates in the three
different treatment groups to one of the questions.
Many studies came after Lorenz et al. 116] paper that argued against their findings,
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and one study in particular found that all individuals who participated in the social
part of the experiment 'aggregated information' and 'full information' made less errors
than 'no information' [10]. Farrell [10 used the same data that Lorenz et al. [16]
conducted, and he was able to produce the following figures 2-2. His work among
others inspired me and others to work on alternative explanation to this phenomena
and this is why we came up with a new alternative study to explain this phenomena
from a network perspective [20].
-i6-Nk ).N
-o-Aggregale 2.6 - -AggregBpe
0.9 Al Full
2.46
0.8
&7 . 2.35
2.26
0.6
2.2-
0.4 2.16
TOal Tri
Figure 2-2: Both figures show that participants made the same errors at round 1, but
only in the 'aggregated information' and 'full information' treatments were able to
reduce the errors by round 5.
2.1 Wisdom of the dynamic network
In this paper Noriega-Campero et al. [20], we presented our hypothesis that WOC
exists because of people's ability to aggregate information. We granted the existence
of WOC phenomena to multiple skills that people have. We think that the most im-
portant skills are the aggregation ability and the ability to forget or block information
from propagating. We simulated the blocking of information by allowing individuals
to select who to follow and unfollow in an experiment. We conducted an online ex-
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periment, and we had three different treatment conditions. Finally, we showed that
the group who participated in last treatment made less errors on average than the
other studied groups in the paper.
We had three different treatments or groups control group, static network group
and dynamic network group. We ran the experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk
[221, and employed real human subjects to participate in this experiment. We had
more than seven hundred unique participants, and we built a online platform that
used Websockets [11] to allow participants to pass data in real-time between them.
The experiment is modeled after guess the correlation game [3] where participants
guessed the correlation of a scattered plot on a slider. All plots were positively
correlated and they had three different levels of difficulty easy, medium and hard.
All participants played twenty rounds, and we switched the difficulty of the plots on
round ten to simulate a shock in the system. The participates were placed randomly
in one of the treatment groups and they had different stages in each round depending
on their treatment. Figure 2-3 shows the different stages for each treatment group
and shows a sample of the different plots.
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Figure 2-3: Row A shows the different stages of the gane. Row B shows an example
of the different plots and different difficulty levels.
First treatment was the control group or solo treatment, and it is a version of
the game where participants would play the game without any social interactions.
This version modeled the traditional WOC where participants submitted estimations
independently and relied on their learning skills to preform better. Players in this
treatment started by reading the instructions of the game. Then, we had a compre-
hension test to see if they actually understood the task. After passing the test, players
saw a plot and a slider and were asked to submit their estimations. Then, the player
continued to a page where we reveled the correct answer to them and told them how
much they made in the previous round. After that, they proceeded to round two
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which was similar to round one. They submitted a total of twenty different answers
to different plots. At the end, we collected their feedback about the experiment.
Second treatment was the static group, and in this version of the game players
started by going to the instructions pages similar to the first treatment. Then, they
took a comprehension test about the task. After passing the test, players progressed
to a waiting page. This game had a real-time interaction feature and we wanted
all players to be in the same stage at all times. Each lobby had a capacity of twelve
players, and once all players were at the waiting page, the game started by showing the
first plot. The game placed each player at a random location in a random network
with in-degree and out-degree of three. Each round had three different stages. In
initial stage, players saw a plot and submitted independent guesses. In revised guess
stage, players saw the same plot as in the initial stage and they were asked to submit
another guess. We enabled them to "interact" with their peers in their social network.
This means, players got notified in real-time when their peers changed their answers.
After submitting for the second time, they went to the final stage where we revealed
the correct answer and how much they made at the previous round. After finishing all
twenty rounds, they went to a survey page to collect extra information and feedback
from them. All questions were optional to answer as in the previous treatment.
Last treatment was the dynamic group, and in this version of the game players
started by going through the instruction pages which were similar to the previous
two treatments. Each round had three stages, and the stages are a copy of the static
treatment except in the last stage. In the last stage, players saw how much each
player made at the previous round and they had the chance to change their position
in the network for the next round. The game ended with a survey to collect feedback.
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Figure 2-4: Plot B shows different individual errors for different rounds of the game,
and plot C shows the group error. The dynamic group had the least aggregated error
in both plots
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After running this experiment, we ran multiple analysis to understand which treat-
ment had the most effect. Our initial hypothesis was that the dynamic treatment
group would preform better than the static treatment group, and the static treat-
ment group would preform better than the control treatment group. We were correct
in our assumption original assumption, and we were surprised to see that all indi-
viduals in the dynamic treatment group preformed better than the best individual in
the static treatment. The same goes for the static treatment and the control group
treatment. the dynamic treatment group had less errors and their standard deviation
was more centralized.
The dynamic group was able to evolve their network to find a good network
structure that minimized the average error. People in this group where not always
following the best performers, but they were following the best social information
aggregators. The following two figures show that not only the best performers where in
the dynamic group but also they show that it impacted the whole group performance.
Round I Round 3 Round 8 Round 10
I--
------------------------------------------------------------------------ Shock [changing the distribution of information quality] ------------------------------------------------------------
Round 11 Round 13 Round 18 Round 20
6 (Z ~ lrt LOWH' Initial -
3 Populanty Performance Correlation Estimate I Truth
0 AN eie I
Figure 2-5: This figure shows multiple variables of a one run of the experiment. It
shows the network configuration, it also shows the true answer, the initial guesses
distribution and the revised guesses distribution. We can see that by round 10 and
20, almost every one was submitting the same answer and they all were centralized
around the true answer.
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Figure 2-6: In this figure, we show the best twelve players in terms of low average
error and low standard deviation. We can see that the best players are in the dynamic
treatment group.
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Chapter 3
Open algorithms (OPAL)
In this chapter, I will cover Open Algorithms project (OPAL). I start by sharing a
brief history of the problem that OPAL is trying to solve. I then cover the current
status and functions of OPAL. I conclude this chapter by demonstrating a use case
of OPAL.
Sharing data securely is one of the hardest problems specially if the data contains
sensitive information. There are many situations when two parties want to share
information securely and privately. This is a classical problem in the field of com-
puter science and cryptography. There are many environments where cryptographic
encryption is required e.g. sharing data through the Internet or storing sensitive data
on disk. The problem becomes complex when scientists or entities want to use the
data without compromising its privacy. To illustrate the complexity of the problem,
I will cover Netflix competition when they released a subset of their users' data to re-
searchers. Netflix asked them to design and build a new movie recommender system.
Netflix anonymized the released data and replaced users' names with unique identi-
fiers. However, a group at University of Texas showed that using this anonymized
data set they were able to find individuals' name. This was accomplished by combin-
ing Netflix's data with IMDB open data. They published their results in the following
paper [19], and they were able to identify health information for a few clients.
Furthermore, homomorphic ednryption and differential privacy try to solve this
problem. Homomorphic encryption is a field that allows individuals to run useful
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computations on encrypted data without the need to decrypt the data. This method
enables using untrusted third party clouds and servers to run heavy computations
without risking the security of the data. It also allows to get useful answers from
multiple data providers by using multiparty computations. On the other hand, dif-
ferential privacy is a way to preserve privacy by limiting the number and type of
questions one's might ask on a particular data set. Apple announced recently that
they started using differential privacy to protect the privacy of their clients. The
method of differential privacy is essentially different from homomorphic encryption
where the first one introduces noise and other statistical tricks to provide the queirer
with useful answers while protecting the raw data.
Additionally, de Montjoye et al. [8] marked the birth of OPAL as a plausible
solution to the data sharing problem. The following 3-1 shows all different components
of OPAL. OPAL tries to shift the data sharing paradigm by differentiating between
users and their roles. Each user or role type has a specific job, and OPAL manages
these jobs to provide safe and correct answers. From the figure below, we can see
Data provider, Vetted Algorithm, Blockchain and querier. I will cover each in the
following sections.
Circle of Trust for Data Sharing
CoT sAfmber OPAL
... .Data Broker
(1) Vetted (1) Vetted Collate1 kI 7 AlgoItm saf
AnswersI No- about Alce
4Data AL
*P" or Y-" % w-,on 2 aAnswwv Daa (2 Sf
PrvdrAnswers (Identity
PProvider 2.0)
AUdWI
Accountablflt
Figure 3-1: This figure shows all OPAL's components.
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3.1 Data providers
Data providers are the most critical part of the platform. They provide the platform
with data sets and configure the meta data for each data set. Each data they list
on OPAL has to be assigned to a schema, and each schema has a schema provider.
OPAL uses this design to know how to retrieve data correctly.
Data providers could share their data with everyone on OPAL or limit the access
to the data to certain individuals. They also could share data drivers and keep their
data in their databases. OPAL then uses the drivers to retrieve answers without
downloading the data. Figure 3-2 shows a list of data sets on OPAL, and figure3-3
shows how to add new data set to OPAL.
OPAL QUEES ALOMTIMS DATASETS
ERegional Data
Lt*add reg'oa data demwx)aphr-
ETraffic Violations Sumnmary
Tratk: Violtamn Suwnmry (.0
U...-
A
Figure 3-2: This is an example of data sets [6]. Here, there are two data sets that can
be used, and on the top right corner we can connect a data set with an algorithm.
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OPAL DATASETS UST
SUMMARY
Figure 3-3: This page shows the required fields to add a new data set to OPAL. In
this example, the data provider needs to provide a title, description, schema and tags.
3.1.1 Schema providers
The schema providers are related to two different core components of OPAL data sets
and algorithms. This is how OPAL can filter out algorithms that can not operate on
certain data sets. When data providers list new data sets, they need to link them
to schemas. Similarly, when algorithm providers list new algorithms, they need to
connect them to schemas. OPAL does a simple check before the executing each query,
and only execute the query if both schemas match. This approach allows clients to
have multiple data sets with the same data schema, and thus OPAL could run the
same query on all data that have the same schema. Figure 3-4 shows a list of schemas.
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Figure 3-4: This is an example of of schemas on OPAL website 161.
3.2 Algorithm providers
This is the second most important user type on OPAL. Algorithm providers list their
algorithms on OPAL. Providers can add their algorithms and link them to a specific
schema. The algorithms usually operate on a particular data schema. OPAL uses the
data driver to send the algorithm back to the data and structures the data to fit the
schema. OPAL also makes sure that both the algorithm schema and the data schema
match.
Algorithm providers are usually scientists or companies who build mathematical
models. These models predict certain behavior and use the data as a prior. After
the algorithm provider submits a new algorithm, it goes into a vetting process. This
is a manual process to make sure that the algorithm is fair and does not leak any
information about the data. Figure 3-5, figure 3-6 and figure3-7 show the steps
required to list and add a new algorithm.
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Figure 3-5: In this page, there are a list of algorithms. There are descriptions for
each algorithm and version number. In addition, the algorithm provider can submit
an algorithm to be listed.
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Figure 3-6: This page is where the client can propose another algorithm to be added
to OPAL. On the side, there is a list of tabs for meta data of the algorithm, code and
visualization. The algorithm provider must fill out the meta data and adds the code
to this tab. The visualization is an extra feature that makes it easy to visualize the
analysis.
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Figure 3-7: This figure shows the required information for each algorithm to be filled.
Here is also where algorithm providers connect the algorithm to a schema.
3.3 Queriers
This is the last user type on OPAL. Queriers are the commissioners of queries and
they connect a data set or data sets with an algorithm. They use OPAL ecosystem
and select an algorithm and one or multiple data sets to be executed on. OPAL checks
if they have the right permissions on the algorithm and the data sets as well. OPAL
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then runs the algorithm on each data set using its driver. Later, OPAL aggregates
the answers and generates a response file. This file then gets shared with the querier.
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Figure 3-8: This figure shows the related information to execute a query. The query
consists of a vetted algorithm and a data set. The code section has all the information
related to the algorithm. Some algorithms require certain packages to be installed
before they can run. The tab 'cmd' has all the commands that this algorithm requires
before running on the data. In this case, the algorithm would execute on a data titled
"Regional Data".
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Figure 3-9: This is a list of all packages that this algorithm requires to be installed
before running.
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Code
cmd package.json query.js
i 1 const fs require('fs')
i 2 const csv require('fast-csv')
3
4 const agedap = ['10-15', '15-2', *'26-25', 125-36', "38-3S', '35-4', '40-45', '45-50', '50-55', '55-60', '60-65', '65-76'. '79+];5
6 function readC5VFile(filename) {
7 var stream = fs.createeadStreum(flejame);
86 return new Pronise((resolve, reject) => (
9 let result =[;
18 return csv
11 .frmStrean(strean. {ignoreftpty: true))
Figure 3-10: This figure shows a snippet of the code. The code has been vetted and
digitally signed by a verifying entity which reviewed the code and made sure that it
does not leak nor discriminate against any point in the data.
htp/operna oitnmw mt eduj fala thnsf8(39l54-182 4abd-acrc 2ddle5d5O2S
IWtps4openalg yrm U it.ed. u al/datasets/aMP-39E-6A-4978-l e770O60585d
htps//opentalnttw ntPdu/pal/tesu.t /a7b4d9a 3atta 438-99e4afct7eO16448
Figure 3-11: This figure shows the output after executing the algorithm on the data.
We can see that this run has a digital signature and this signature is going to be used
to log this particular transaction. At the top right corner, we can see a download
button, and this button would download the generated data. The data generated
could be aggregated from multiple sources.
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Figure 3-12: This figure shows a visualizations of the analysis which was provided by
the algorithm provider when they submitted their algorithm to OPAL.
3.4 Blockchain
OPAL like any other solution is not prone to bugs and issues. This is why OPAL
comes with a blockchain integration component. The blockchain is used to log all
the transactions on OPAL platform. This adds another level of security to OPAL
because unlike other systems where they keep the code and logs on the same server.
OPAL shares all its logs on a public blockchain, but it also could integrate easily with
a private blockchain. Currently, we are working on a version to integrate OPAL with
Ethereum. This makes OPAL useful specially for governments when they want to
share data with their citizens but also maintain a logs.
3.5 Current OPAL functions
Currently, OPAL provides answers after they have been aggregated by the executor
i.e. data provider. These answers could be an average of certain feature or summation
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over an entire feature, inter alia. There are many limitations with the current OPAL
version and this these focuses on adding machine learning to the next version of
OPAL. I will cover a plausible solution that fits with the current implementation of
OPAL in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Federated Learning
This chapter will discuss a paper that a team at Google publish recently. I will start
by talking briefly about the problem and summarize their findings.
A team at Google wanted to improve Android users' experience. They designed
a new keyboard application for the new version of Android, and this keyboard has
a words prediction feature. There are many keyboards with the same exact feature.
However, they changed the approach of how this keyboard stores and shares users'
data. The other keyboards relied on a centralized server to provide predictions for
each word. This is an issue, because any input from the user needs to be logged
and shared back with a server. These inputs could be passwords or other sensitive
information. The team came up with a new way to share information across users
and allowed for a better user experience.
The solution was to have two different machine learning training processes one on
phones and another on a server. The first machine learning model which is stored
locally on each Android device trained on the users' input. This model would learn
words that users used, and stored a local copy of the words on each device. This
local copy never got shared with the outside world. However, hyperparameters or the
weights of the local model got shared back with the server. The server aggregates all
hyperparameters from all devices to build universal prediction engines one for each
language that Android keyboard supported. This method generated a model that
had all the information from all small models. The server then sent the generated
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model back to the Android devices to update their local machine learning models.
This method was introduced by McMahan et al. [171.
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Figure 4-1:
"Thanks",
English
Android keyboard with word suggestion feature. In this example, it shows
"I" and "Hi" as a possible word choices.
The team wanted this solution to have the least amount of communication with the
server. This approach is meant to be used on mobile devices where wireless network is
not available all the time, and also expensive compared with regular internet access.
One clear assumption as well was the feature set has to be the same across different
models. Figure 4-2 illustrates how federated learning works.
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Figure 4-2: Federated learning illustration [2]. 'A' is where the model learns from the
user. 'B' is where other users share their hyperparameters and 'C' is where the cloud
computes the new model.
McMahan et al. 1171 showed that it is possible to combine different models under
the stated assumption where the models were trained on the same features. In this
paper, they used MNIST data [15], and they tried two different ways to split the data
across clients. The first method, they shuffled the entire data and partitioned the
data after. The second method, they sorted the data based on the label and then
they partitioned the data. They also used two different machine learning models
and at the end of the paper they demonstrated that this method also worked using
another data set.
The method relied on knowing the number of clients and the number of data
points each client had on their local storage. Later, they asked each client to train
on their local data set and to reach a certain accuracy. Then, they aggregated the
hyperparameters to normalize them by the number of total clients. They summed all
normalized hyperparameters into one machine learning model. The final model had
all the information from all small models.
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Additionally, they tested their system with different number of clients or agents.
They used the following numbers of agents 1, 10, 20, 50 and 100. They recorded
how each group preformed. The first case is just the normal approach of training an
agent where, and this agent generates the generalized model by training on all data.
The other four cases is where they tested their algorithm by training the agents on
a subset of the data once by sorting on the digit labels and another by shuffling the
entire data set before splitting them equally. The table 4.1 summarizes the results of
the paper.
Table 4.1: B is the size of the batch at each iterations and B = oo means all the local
data set. All agents were trained on a CNN [14] with two 5x5 convolution layers.
All agents where trained on epoch equals to five and trained until the final model
reached an accuracy of 99%. The columns show number of rounds required to reach
that level.
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Shuffled data Sorted data
Number of agents B = oo B= 10 B = oo B = 10
1 387 50 1181 956
10 339 18 1100 206
20 337 18 978 200
50 164 18 1067 261
100 246 16 NA 97
Chapter 5
Wisdom of the Machines
This chapter builds on the concepts that I talked about in the last three chapters.
The first chapter I talked briefly about wisdom of crowds and how a group of people
making a decision might reach a better and more accurate decision than independent
individuals. The second chapter covered OPAL and how this platform helps and
manages sharing data between different parties. In the previous chapter, I covered a
new way to train machine learning models using a concept called federated learning.
In this chapter, I will introduce a new concept called the wisdom of the machines
(WOM) which tries to combine these concepts together. This new method will make
OPAL supports and generates machine learning models as safe answers instead of
aggregated answers.
In WOC, we saw that a group of individuals can make independent estimates
based on their private information. These estimates then get shared with the rest of
the group or crowd, and then the group would aggregate all the estimates to arrive to
a better answer. This is the core feature that I am going to borrow from this concept
to add it to WOM which is the ability to aggregate independent estimates to generate
a new and better estimate.
Similarly, federated learning uses different devices or users that make independent
actions. They then train and modify their own machine learning models. These
models get shipped back to a central server to train a new and better model. This
model incorporate all the learning that each small model had.
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OPAL splits the data sharing problem into multiple different users data providers,
algorithm providers and queriers. I have already described what each user type does
and I would like to introduce a new user type called model providers. Model providers
propose models to be implemented on the OPAL. These models could be shared across
different data sets and they could be connected to a data set using schema provider.
I used the schema provider as a checking method because this is the method OPAL
uses to make sure that algorithms and data are compatible. Next, I will talk about a
prototype that I have built to demonstrate these concepts.
At the beginning, I used MNIST data set, and I implemented a network with
N-number of agents. All agents are connected to one centralized node or a star shape
network. Each node had a local data set to train on and the central node aggregated
the hyperparameters from all the nodes in the network.
The models were implemented on OPAL, and all agents used OPAL's data provider
layer to access their local data sets. OPAL made sure that each agent had the right
level of permissions to access the data, and it used a specific data driver to load the
data into the agents' memory. Next, the agents used their data to train their local
machine learning model. The local machine learning model had a two layer CNN
similar to the Keras MNIST tutorial model 15]. The central node had the same model
as well. I chose the epoch time to be five and trained the models with the entire local
data they had. After each training period, the agent would evaluate the accuracy
of the produced model. If the model reached 99% of accuracy, the agent would stop
the training and sent the hyperparameters back to a central node. The central node
normalized the hyperparameters before adding them together. Next, it used the new
aggregated hyperparameters as weights for its layers, and ran the evaluation function
to evaluate the accuracy of the final model. Next, I generated a file containing the
hyperparameters to be used as the answer for the query. The user then used the
hyperparameters to generate the final machine learning model.
To demonstrate the previous method, I generated 6 different networks. Each
network had different number of agents and I wanted to measure the accuracy of the
final model and the number of training steps required to reach 99% in the training
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period. I chose a network with 1 agent as the baseline for the following experiments. I
had 5 other different configurations 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 agent networks. Each experiment
used MNIST data set and the data was shuffled and splitted equally between agents.
The following two figures 5-1 and 5-2 show the results from the experiments.
Figure 5-1 shows that the final model preformed better as I increased the number of
agents. I used the first model with 1 agent as a baseline, and there is a slight dip
in accuracy after aggregating from 6 and 8 different agents. Figure 5-2 shows the
average number of training required for each agent to reach a training accuracy of
99%. This figure shows that as I increased the number of agents, the more training
steps were required. This makes sense because I was of the way I was partitioning the
data. It is true that first model required less training operations, but it took more
time to reach the desired accuracy.
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Figure 5-2: The average number of training required for each agent to reach an accu-
racy of 99%. It is linear relationship because the more agents in each configuration,
the less the data they had.
5.1 Case study
There are many examples where this feature would be useful. The clear example
is when two hospitals wanted to predict mortality rates but non of them wants to
release their patients' data. This is a classic problem that is common in the medical
field, and no one has a clear answer to it.
This is a great example to demonstrate how WOM would solve. The first step is
for both hospitals to become data providers on OPAL. Then, they would list their
data on OPAL by providing a data driver. Both hospitals need to agree on a set of
common features. A model provider would propose a machine learning model for this
problem. Then, experts from both hospitals would approve and vet this model. After
they both signed the model, the model could be used on the data. The querier and in
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this case could be the county where these two hospitals are could execute a query to
know the mortality rates in that region. OPAL would train a machine learning model
on each independent data set and aggregate the hyperparameters to the querier. The
querier could download a machine learning model that could predict the mortality
rates.
This method could be extended to allow for many use cases as well. It will open
up many possibilities and boundaries as well. This method could allow industries
where they do not normally share data to share information freely.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, I started by describing the concept of WOC and where it came from.
Then, I gave an example of how it is being used today. I then talked about the
importance of aggregators that allow for such phenomena to exit.
Additionally, I talked about the importance of OPAL and how difficult the prob-
lem it is trying to solve. I described each individual component of the system and
demonstrated how it worked using real world example. I concluded by covering the
current limitation of OPAL.
Furthermore, I covered a recent publication from a team at Google. The team
demonstrated a way to build machine learning models. They wanted independent
agents to share these models and not run into a risk of data privacy. They used a
new method to improve a new version of Android keyboard application.
At the end, I combined these concepts to cover a new feature of OPAL. This
feature used all the concepts to extend OPAL and added machine learning capability
to OPAL. This is a great feature and will open up many possibilities for OPAL.
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Appendix A
OPAL demo code
A.1 Cmd
1 npm install
2 npm run query
A.2 Packages
{
2 "name": "query",
3 "iversion": "1.0.0",
"description":
f"scripts": {
6 "query": "node query.js"
S "author": ""
9 "license": "ISC",
1n "dependencies": {
1i "fast-csv": "-2.4.0"
12 I
I
A.3 Query
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I
i const fs = require ('ifs')
2 const csv require( 'fast-csv')
:3
4 const ageMap = t'10-15', '15-20', '20-25', '25-30', '30-35', '35-40',
40-45', '45-50', '50-55', '55-60', '60-65', '65-70', '70+'];
5
" function readCSVFile(filename) {
7 var stream = fs .createReadStream(filename);
S return new Promise((resolve , reject) => {
0 let result = [I;
10 return csv
1 .fromStream (stream, {ignoreEmpty: true})
12 .on("data", function (data) {
13 result.push(data);
15 .on( "end", ()0 => {
0a resolve (result)
17D
1 })
21)
21 function increment (host , key, value) {
22 if (!host [key] [value]) {
23 host [key] [value] = 0;
21 }
-15
2G host [key] [value]++;
27}
2S
21
30 function calcSpend (host, key, trans, value) {
31
32 let transVal = parseInt (trans),
val = parseInt (value);
35 if (transVal && val && (transVal > 0 || val > 0)) {
54
36 let ref = host[key];
37 if (!ref) {
s .host[key] = ref {trans: 0, spend: };
391
40 ref.trans += transVal;
41 ref.spend = ref.spend > 0 ? (ref.spend + val) / 2 : val;
42 }
43 }
44S
45
-1 let areaData =
4r Promise
4 i . all ([
40 readCSVFile("./data/userInfo_10K.csv"),
readCSVFile(" ./data/userPerformance_10K.csv"),
51 readCSVFile("./data/userTransInfo1OK. csv")
I2 )
5 .then(data => {
5- let [ userInfo , performance , transInfo = data;
57 let shopData = trans Info reduce ((memo, item)=> {
5A memo[item[o]] = item;
so return memo
IA) }, {});
01
62
63 let userRisk = performance. reduce ((memo, item) => {
64 memo[item [0 = item;
(;5 return memo;
Gh }, {});
6s //Area specific histograms
69 userInfo . forEach(item => {
70 let juserld , gender , marital , edu, job, income, age, homeNei
workNei] = item,
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72 area = areaData [ homeNeij,
73 ageKey
74
75 //Build histograms
70 if (!area) {
77 areaData[homeNei] = area = {
78 gender: {},
79 marital: {},
80 edu: {},
SI job: {},
S2 age: {},
churni: 0,
84 churn2: 0,
risk: 0,
86 workNei: {}
87 homeSpend: {trans: 0, spend:
8s workSpend: {trans: 0, spend:
89 shopSpendl: {},
9o shopSpend2: {},
9l shopSpend3: {},
92}
9. }
94
9r let risk = userRisk [ userld ];
97 if (risk && !area.workNei[workNeil) {
98 area . workNei [workNei] = 1;
99 } else {
Mo area. workNei [workNeij++;
101 }
02
II:, let shop = shopData[userld];
r15 if (shop) {
106 let [
56
1o)7
108
109
110
in
112
11
1141
115
11th
117
1,18
1 2
121
121
12A
121
125 calcSpend (area,
medSpendHomeNei) ;
121i calcSpend (area ,
medSpendWorkNei) ;
127
128
2!)
130
131
112
13.3
134
135
homeSpend', numTransHomeNei,
workSpend', numTransWorkNei,
calcSpend (area. shopSpendl , neil , numTrans5411,
medSpend5411)
calcSpend (area. shopSpend2, nei2, numTrans5691,
medSpend5691)
calc Spend(area. shopSpend3, nei3, numTrans5541,
medSpend5541)
}
57
duserlD ,
numTransHomeNei,
medSpendHomeNei,
numTransWorkNei,
medSpendWorkNei,
numTrans5411 ,
medSpend5411,
numTrans5691 ,
medSpend5691,
numTrans5541,
medSpend5541 ,
numTrans5812,
medSpend5812,
neil
nei2
nei3J = shop;
138
139
140
141
142
14:3
144
145
147
148
1501
if (ageKey) {
increment (area
increment (area
increment (area
increment (area
increment (area
}
' gender ' , gender)
'marital', marital)
'edu', edu)
'job', job)
' age ' , ageKey)
fs .writeFile('result.json', JSON.stringify(areaData), () => {
console. log ("Done")
16 J) ; ;
167
ins })
Listing A. 1: Javascript code that analyses the data.
A.4 Client class
1 #!/usr/bin/env python3
58
//Calculate area churn/risk
if (risk) {
area.churnl += parseInt (risk [11)
area.churn2 += parseInt (risk [2])
area. risk +-= parseInt (risk [31)
}
let ageIndex = Math.round(age / 5) - 2;
if (ageIndex > ageMap.length - 1) {
agelndex = ageMap.length - 1;
}
ageKey = ageMap[ageIndex];
151
153
154
1r5
156
157
158
1 59
I C, 1
162
14,3
164
165
}) ;
2 import pickle
r class Client:
G num= 0
7
def __init__(self , model, features=None, labels=None):
il s elf. model = model
hl self.score = None
12
IA s elf.id = Client .num
Client .num += 1
15
16 if features is not None and len(features) and len(labels):
17 assert len(features) = len(labels), 'Features and labels
sizes does not match'
self.features = features
IS self. labels = labels
@property
def weights(self):
return self. model. get _weights ()
@weights. setter
def weights(self , values)
self . model. set _weights (values)
def fit (self , epochs , batch_size):
if len (self. features) and len (self. labels
assert len (self . features) = len (self
labels sizes doesn\'t match'
return self .model. fit ( self . features
=batch-size , epochs=epochs)
else :
labels) 'Features and
self. labels , batch-size
raise Exception('The client does not have data')
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20
21
22
24I
29
30
31
33
:34
35
3 6 def evaluate(self , x, y):
37 self.score = self.model.evaluate(x, y)
:38 return self.score
39
40 def dumpmodel(self):
41 with open( '{}.obj '.format(self.id), 'wb') as f:
42 pickle .dump( self .weights , f)
43
44 def loadmodel(self , file):
45 if self.model:
,16 with open(file , 'rb') as f:
47 self.weights = pickle.load(f)
48 else:
19 raise Exception('The client does not have a model')
A.5 Wisdom of the machines code
i #!/usr/bin/env python3
2 from random import shuffle , sample
. import os
4 import re
r import argparse
6
7 import keras
from keras .datasets import mnist
o from keras .models import Sequential
i from keras. layers import Dense, Dropout, Flatten
ii from keras.layers import Conv2D, MaxPooling2D
12 from keras import backend as K
1.3
14 import numpy as np
is from client import Client
i, from network_ generators import generate _erdos renyi _connected,
generate_ barabasialbert _graph , generatesave_ smallworld
17
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18
i9 def data_ partitioning (partitions , trainingdata , labels):
20 alldata = list (zip (trainingdata , labels))
21 size = int (len (alldata)/partitions)
shuffle (alldata)
return [all data[( i*size) :(size*(i+1))] for i in range(partitions)]
24
25
2i def create_ cnn(inputshape, num classes):
27 model = Sequential()
28 model.add(Conv2D(32, kernelsize=(3, 3),
29 activation='relu',
i3 input _shape=input _shape))
31 model.add(Conv2D(64, (3, 3), activation='relu'))
32 model. add (MaxPooling2D (pool _size =(2, 2)))
33 model. add (Dropout (0.25))
34 model. add (Flatten () )
35 model. add (Dense (128, activation='relu '))
36 model. add (Dropout (0.5) )
37 model. add (Dense (num classes, act ivation='softmax'))
38 model. compile ( loss=keras. losses . categorical_ crossentropy
3! optimizer=keras . optimizers . sgd ()
41 metrics=[ 'accuracy '])
41 return model
42
-13
41 def reshapetest (test , rows , cols)
45 if K. image _data_ format() == 'channels _ first':
it xtest = test .reshape (test . shape [0] , 1, rows , cols)
A7 inputshape = (1, rows, cols)
4, else :
49 x test = test . reshape (test . shape [0] , rows , cols , 1)
r () input _shape = (rows , cols , 1)
51
52 xtest = xtest . astype ( 'float 32 ')
A x_ test /= 255
61
return x test , inputshape
54
57
58
59
, 1
(2
6 1
x _train = train . reshape ( train
input _shape = (rows, cols , 1)
' :
1, rows, cols)
.shape [0], rows, cols, 1)
x6 train = x_train. astype ( 'float32')
07 xtrain /= 255
68A
69 return xtrain, inputshape
71
7, def modify_two_weights (func , wi, w2):
7:1 w = [1
7-1 assert len (wl) = len (w2)
7 , for i , arr in enumerate(wl)
w. append (func (arr , w2[i]))
77 assert len (w) =- len (wi)
78 return w
79'
def addtwo_ weights(wl, w2):
return modify_ two_ weights(lambda x, y: x+y, wl, w2)
84
85
def aggregate _ federated ( clients : [ Client ] , master_ node: Client):
weights = [c.weights for c in clients]
for w in weights:
n = [i / len(clients) for i in w
62
def reshapetrain (train , rows, cols):
if K.image _dataformat() == 'channelsfirst
xtrain = train.reshape(train.shape[01J,
inputshape = (1, rows, cols)
else:
90 add_twoweights (masternode. weights , n)
91
92
def main()
94 parser = argparse. ArgumentParser()
o parser .add argument( '-models' , type=str , default=None)
9f; parser .add argument( '-numberofclients ' , type=int , default=10)
97 parser .add argument( '-epoch ' , type=int , default=5)
98 parser. add-argument( '-edgeprob' , type=float , default =0.2)
99 parser . add-argument ( '-fraction _of -clients ' type=float , default
=1.0)
1o parser .addargument( '-hubs', type=int , default=3)
1i parser . add-argument ( '-k' , type=int , default=3)
102 args = parser . parse_ args ()
103
104 batch-size = 128
101 numclasses = 10
o07 # This is E in the paper
I wA epochs = args .epoch # 5 or 20
i0 i f args . models:
Io number _of_ clients = len (os. Ii s t d ir ( args . models))
il else:
in number _ofclients = args number _ofclients # C
11 fraction _of_ clients = args. fraction of clients
1- # local _ batch_ size = 100 # B
116 # -input image dimensions
17 imgrows, imgcols = 28, 28
1.1 # the data, split between train and test sets
120 (xtrain , ytrain) , (xtest , ytest) = mnist . load data()
121 clientsdata = data partitioning(int (number_of_ clients *
fraction _of_ clients), x train, ytrain)
12
1m3 x test, inputshape = reshape_ test (x_ test , imgrows, imgcols)
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124 ytest = keras. utils . to categorical (y _test , num classes)
125
126 clients =
127
128 for d in clients_ data:
129 xdata = np.array([x for x, in d])
130 y_data = np. array ([y for _, y in dl)
13 1
132 y = keras. utils . to-categorical(ydata, num classes)
1:33 x, = reshape _train (xdata, imgrows, imgcols)
13-4
1:3 clients .append(Client(create cnn(input 
_shape, num classes) , x, y
136 print ('Total number of clients is: {}'.format (len (clients)))
137 if not args.models:
138 for c in clients:
139 for i in range(200000):
1n score = c. fit (epochs , batch size)
141 if score . history ['acc'J[0 >= 0.99:
142 print('Model {} reached 99% of accuracy after {}
iterations '.format(c.id , i))
I 13 c. dump_ model ()
1.14 break
145 else :
In print('Model {} could Not reach 99% after 20000
iterations '.format(i))
147 break
148
119 else
I-m files = os. listdir (args.models)
MI hubs = sample( files , args .hubs)
152 master = sample(hubs, 1)
1 ,hubs . remove (master [0 )
155 for i in range(len(files)):
156 clients [ i ]. load-model( '{}/{} '. format (args. models , '{}.obj'.
64
format(i)))
print ('loaded all hyperparameters')
160 master node = Client (create_cnn (input _shape , numclasses))
161 aggregate_ federated(clients , masternode)
162 master _node . evaluate (xtest , ytest)
163 print('Federated Score {}'.format (masternode. score))
164
__name -
main ()
'__- main_ ':
165
166
1 67
16 s
if
65
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